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    The Fabricator Magazine – April 2024
[image: The Fabricator Magazine – April 2024]For The Latest Edition Click The Pic


 







    The Fabricator Magazine – March 2024
[image: The Fabricator Magazine – March 2024]For The Latest Edition Click The Pic


 







    The Fabricator Magazine – Editor's Comment
[image: The Fabricator Magazine – Editor's Comment]The mayors of unified authorities hold enormous powers including those that affect commercial vehicle movements and new build development. With Editor John Roper unwell, Brian Shillibeer looks at how mayors of different political persuasions might be good or bad for the window industry.


 







    Marketing - On the back of a Fiat
[image: Marketing - On the back of a Fiat]Purplex was formed twenty years ago by current MD Andrew Scott with ambition, a computer and an old Fiat. He reflects on the company’s journey over two decades and how constant innovation and investment in people has paid off – even in challenging times.
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    Cover Story – Paved with Jade
[image: Cover Story – Paved with Jade]Nominating staff to join our main technical committee is often the starting point for each individual to gain active hands-on involvement in the Council for Aluminium in Building, writes Phil Slinger. The committee meets in the spring, early summer and autumn.


 







    CAB Column – A letter from the CEO
[image: CAB Column – A letter from the CEO]The Council for Aluminium in Building is 30 years strong this year and continues to support the use of aluminium in construction across the supply chain. I am looking forward to leading the organisation, writes CEO-elect, Nigel Headford.


 







    Starting with A&B
[image: Starting with A&B]A decision by A&B Glass to invest in machinery from Stürtz and Stuga represents a move towards elevating its operational efficiency and ensuring consistent high-quality products and reflects a commitment to optimising manufacturing processes.


 







    A tour round the bend
[image: A tour round the bend]Sheerline’s has installed a £270,000 profile bending machine and is offering a new specialist profile bending service, enabling fabricators to order perfectly arched, curved and round windows, writes technical production director, Ross Hartshorn.


 







    Like fraternal twins
[image: Like fraternal twins]Energy efficiency and sustainability are often seen as the two sides of the same coin with both being flagged by homeowners as key when buying new windows and doors. Sternfenster’s MD Mike Parczuk talked to The Fabricator’s Ed Humphreys.
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        What Car? Vans' research has revealed that 88% of all new vans fail to meet any of the proposed European safety standards.


Just one-in-10 new vans on sale today features automatic emergency braking, lane keep assist and reversing cameras - just some of the technologies which will have to be fitted to every new car and van from 2022, according to proposals by the European Commission.


What Car? Vans analysed every van derivative on sale in the UK and while many top of the range examples come fitted with multiple safety features as standard, lower specification models typically do without the potentially life-saving technologies.


The European Commission has proposed to make eight safety technologies mandatory across new cars and vans by 2022. These include driver drowsiness and distraction alerts, intelligent speed assistance, reversing cameras or sensors, data recorder in case of an accident, lane-keep assistance, advanced emergency braking and crash-test improved safety belts.


Only 12% of all new vans on sale have one of the eight mandatory safety technologies as standard, while only one in five vans come with at least one of the eight as an optional extra.


 


Automatic Emergency Braking


AEB, which automatically applies the brakes if it senses an imminent collision, is standard in one-in five of the 228 new vans and pick-ups on sale in the UK. Studies by Euro NCAP, the European vehicle safety standards agency, previously found AEB reduces real-world rear-end collisions by 38%.


 


Lane Keeping Assistance


Other technologies, including Lane Keeping Assistance, which automatically keeps vans on the centre of the lane, was available as standard in only 2% of all new vans on sale, and an optional extra in 18%.


 


Others


New technologies, including Intelligent Speed Assistance, which helps drivers to avoid exceeding the speed limit and automatically slows the vehicle down when the limit drops, is found in just 3% of new vans on sale, while crash-test improved seat-belts and accident data recorders are not fitted as standard to any van currently on sale in the UK.


Despite van drivers covering on average 13,000 miles a year, driver distraction and drowsiness alerts were standard on just one-in-10 vans on sale, and an optional extra in 11%.


 


Euro NCAP


In 2012, Euro NCAP tested some of Europe’s best-selling vans and called on manufacturers to offer these vehicles with higher levels of safety equipment after many of the models tested were found to lack basic safety equipment such as electronic stability control.


Van manufacturers have since made improvements to driver, passenger and pedestrian safety. In the latest Euro NCAP tests, for example, the Ford Transit achieved a five star rating.


 


Lots to do


Jim Holder, editorial director of What Car? Vans, said: “There are more than four million vans on the road today. Van drivers shouldn’t be waiting for legislation to come into force to have access to the latest safety tech as standard. Though the industry has made strides in recent years, it clearly still has a lot more work to do.”


This article and a load of van reviews can be found on  www.whatcar.com/class/vans


 


Picture: Supplied by WhatCar? Vans with this article which originally ran on the publisher's website.

        Article written by Cathryn Ellis
16th February 2020
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        Subscribe To Our News Service

        We deliver our headlines via a variety of channels including a regular - guaranteed secure - Email News Service.
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        Advertise With Us

        We have simple, cost-effective advertising plans - take a look at how little it could cost to promote your business.

        Advertise Now 
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        Contact Us

        Got a question or suggestion on how to improve The Fabricator - drop us a line.
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